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Preface 
With this year (2017) seeing the 25th anniversary of the founding of Kidlington Concert Brass               
and also the 125th anniversary of the founding of its predecessor band, Kidlington Silver, the               
time seemed apt to compile a history of the organisation, a project that has not to my knowledge                  
been before attempted. 
 
Banding in Kidlington has a long history, with newspaper references going back beyond the              
middle of the 19th century, to the early years of the brass banding era. We trace here three                  
distinct entities in the village - the perhaps original Kidlington band of the mid-1800s, the               
long-established Kidlington Silver Band (KSB), and the modern Kidlington Concert Brass, an            
amalgamation of KSB and Oxford Concert Brass (OCB), whose history we also document here. 



1. Kidlington Silver Band 
The band that we know as KSB encompassed several reformulations and refoundations over             
the years, including likely some that we do not know of. Was the 1892 foundation intended as a                  
reformulation of the earlier band? We do not know. Did the band lapse during the 1914-18 war,                 
as so many did? We read that it did, but do not know any details. We do know that it lapsed                     
during the 1939-45 war, being reformed in 1946. We also know that it lapsed in the mid-1960s.                 
And then we know that the lapse of 1992 was solved by the merger with OCB. 

     1.1 Kidlington Brass Band (before 1840 - after 1870) 
All that we know of this band comes from newspaper reports in Jackson’s Oxford Journal, a                
weekly periodical first published in 1753, which eventually became today’s Oxford Mail. The             
archives of these papers are stored on microfiche at the Oxfordshire History Centre, and the               
1801-1900 subset of these are digitally searchable on the British Library website for those with               
an access code. These occur in broad bunches, and break down by year as follows: 
 
1840: 1 
1852: 1 
1854: 3; 1855: 4; 1856: 2; 1857: 3 
1860: 2; 1861: 2 
1869: 3; 1870: 3 
 
Almost all except the earliest two references specify “brass”; the 1840 and 1852 articles simply               
giving “Kidlington band”. The only further variation in style is the reference to “Kidlington              
Amateur Brass Band” in the reference of 22nd July 1854. Given the apparent chronological              
gaps, it may well be that these articles reference not a continuous band, but one that passed in                  
and out of existence; indeed perhaps including more than one organisation. Barring further             
clarifying information, we will assume for simplicity that all of these clumps of references relate               
to a single continuous group, which may well have included non-brass instruments at some              
dates. 
 
In these reports we see snapshots of a village band performing its usual round of duties -                 
parades and fêtes in the main. A notable and long-lived association of this period was with the                 
Kidlington Friendly Society, a social insurance institution founded in 1839 that has attracted             
some modern interest due to its then status as the wealthiest in Oxfordshire; its rules are kept in                  
the Bodleian Library in Oxford. Figure 1 is a truncation of the facsimile report of their annual                 
parade from 1854, drawing attention to the band’s participation. 
 
This article is the earliest record we have of the band leading this parade, with articles detailing                 
repeat appearances in 1855, 1856, 1857, 1860, 1861, and 1870. We also have a photograph               



dated to approximately 1910 in which the band stands outside the Six Bells public house in                
Kidlington amidst a group of people under the Kidlington Friendly Society banner, which would              
seem likely to have been taken at the same annual event. We’ll return to this photo when we                  
reach that date. 
 
Another local institution with which the band was regularly associated was the Kidlington             
Horticultural Show. The band performed at its inaugural occasion in 1860 (see figure 2), and               
articles describe repeat appearances in 1869 and 1870. We also have the same occasion              
reported in 1892 (when the band was described as “newly-formed”) and 1894. 
The band also performed more than once at the village school’s “annual treat”, with articles               
recording its participation in 1854 and 1857. 
 
Twice, early articles record the holding of the band AGM, in 1852 and 1855. Informative details                
in these reports are sparse, but we do catch a glimpse of the band in the earlier report (see                   
figure 3), where “it was reported that the young men still continued to receive the approbation of                 
the parishioners”, and donations were itemised as received from a number of named             
individuals. 
 

 



Figure 1: Truncated facsimile of report on the Kidlington Friendly Society parade of Thursday 
8th June 1854, with Kidlington Brass Band prominent. Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 

5277, Saturday 17th June 1854. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Notice of the Kidlington Horticultural Show of Monday 24th September 1860, 

advertising the playing of the Kidlington Brass Band. Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 
5604, Saturday 22nd September 1860. 

 

 
Figure 3: Report of the Tuesday 14th December 1852 AGM of the Kidlington Brass Band. 

Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 5199, Saturday 18th December 1852. 
 

The other articles largely record the band’s presence at miscellaneous fêtes and celebrations, in              
Kidlington and nearby habitations - named are Islip, Hampton Poyle, and Somerton. But one              
interesting strand remains in the shape of excursions to Nuneham Courtenay, a few miles down               
the river from Oxford. In 1854, the band arranged an excursion from Kidlington for “their               
friends”; travelling by “various vehicles” to Oxford, they travelled in a chartered boat, the British               
Queen to Nuneham Courtenay, where they and their friends spent the day making music and               



admiring the gardens and park of the manor house, before returning that evening. The report is                
shown in figure 4. 
This event seems to have been a one-off, but it wasn’t the last occasion that the band                 
accompanied a party down the river on the same itinerary. In 1869 and 1870 it was recorded                 
providing musical entertainment for the Oxford county police river excursion to Nuneham            
Courtenay. On the first of these occasions, much delight seems to have been had, but in                
unfortunate contrast, the 1870 event was marred by heavy rain, so that “the day was as                
miserable as can well be imagined”; the report on this event is shown in figure 5. 
 

  
Figure 4: Report on the Nuneham Courtenay band excursion of Wednesday 19th July 1854. 

Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 5282, Saturday 22nd July 1854. 
 

 



Figure 5: Report on the Nuneham Courtenay police excursion of Monday 22nd August 1870. 
Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 5282, Saturday 27th August 1870. 

 
The knowledge that we may draw of this earliest band from these reports is scant. We learn                 
something of their performance cycle, though not their repertoire. We see odd glimpses of              
character, and learn the names of two people involved - J. Osborne was “in superintendence” at                
the 1869 horticultural show, and A. Purnell responded to the toast “the band” at the 1870                
Friendly Society event by saying that “the band was much pleased with the observations the               
Chairman had been so kind as to express in their favour, and he hoped that if they gave                  
satisfaction, they might be engaged again next year.”, words suggestive of a band in health and                
confidence, and the evening seems to have concluded in high good spirits: “It being just a                
quarter of a century since Mr. Joseph Rowland presented the Society with its large and               
handsome banner, the band and members went to his house in the evening, and gave him                
several rounds of cheers, and sang “For he’s a hearty good fellow”. At nine o’clock the band                 
returned to the Club Room, and after a short interval played the National Anthem, after which                
three cheers were given for “The Queen”, “The band”, and “Our next merry meeting”, when all                
quietly dispersed, declaring that they “had never had a better holiday in their lives.” 
However, after a mundane report of September 1870, mere months later, references to the              
Kidlington band disappear until they were “newly-formed” in 1892. Presumably the band folded             
during this 22-year gap. 

      1.2 Kidlington Silver Band (1892-1992) 

      1.2.1 The Early Years (1892-1914) 
The foundation date conventionally held within the band has in memory always been 1892, and               
this is confirmed by figure 6, a report on the 1892 Kidlington horticultural show at which the                 
band played and were described as “newly-formed”. Information from this era is scant, but we               
start to obtain more solid connections than we could to the earlier band, in the shape of physical                  
artefacts. 

Historic drums 
Stored in the current bandhall loft (in fact, supporting some decrepit ceiling tiles…) are two               
antique bass drums. Neither is in playing condition - the skins are ripped and the frames                
somewhat warped. But both evidently were once fine specimens. The first we can date with               
precision - it bears the painted legend “Kirtlington Temperance Band 1880”, and the maker’s              
name, Kohler & Son. The second is painted simply “Kidlington Band”, but it bears the maker’s                
name and address (Hawkes & Son, Leicester Square). On checking with the Horniman Museum              
in London, who have all the Boosey & Hawkes records that still exist, it seems that the Hawkes                  
order books are long since lost, but that they only used this address between 1889 and 1895.                 
So we can with certainty say that the band’s historical emblazoned bass drum dates from               
between 1892 and 1895. Perhaps the new band took on the other bass drum from a                



recently-defunct local group (the Kirtlington band were a drum and fife band, a popular              
combination of the late 19th century), but quickly felt that it would be better to advertise                
themselves on the march, rather than another group, one no longer in existence. The two drums                
are shown in figure 7. Dave Hadland, former KSB chairman and percussionist, recalls these              
drums being placed in the bandhall loft circa 1978; prior to this they were kept at the old school                   
in Kidlington, where the band had formerly rehearsed. 

 
 



 
Figure 6: Report on the Kidlington horticultural show of Thursday 25th August 1892, attesting to 
the recent foundation of the band. Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, issue 7275, Saturday 27th 

August 1892. 
 



 
Figure 7: Two antique bass drums in the possession of Kidlington Concert Brass, currently 

stored in the bandhall loft. (left) Older drum, emblazoned “KIRTLINGTON Temperance Band 
1880”, made by Kohler & Son; (right) Newer (1892-5) drum, emblazoned “KIDLINGTON BAND”, 

made by Hawkes & Son. 
 

 
Figure 8: Report on the brass band contest held on Thursday 19th September 1895 in the 
grounds of Bicester house as part of a Conservative and Unionist fête. Source: Jackson’s 

Oxford Journal, issue 7435, Saturday 21st September 1895. 



 

First contest (1895) 
In 1895, we have the first recorded report of the band as a contesting group, shown in truncated                  
form in figure 8. To celebrate the recent general election success of the Conservative and               
Unionist party candidate Arthur Annesley, 11th Viscount Valentia in being newly elected MP for              
Oxford (a seat he held until his death in 1917) and a further electoral clean sweep for the same                   
party in the county, a grand fête was held in the grounds of Bicester House. Although poor                 
weather marred the gathering, a crowd of 4,000 people attended, Mr Annesley officiated,             
various horse and donkey races were held, and in the intervals between races, a brass band                
contest proceeded. Five bands competed, with Kidlington representing the county interest           
against two bands from Northamptonshire (a strong banding county at both that time and this)               
and two from Buckinghamshire. The set piece was a selection from Verdi’s Il Trovatore, likely               
the version made and published by Harry Round in 1892, and the judge was Harry Willis,                
bandmaster of the 2nd Oxfordshire Volunteer Light Infantry. The result that day was not locally               
favourable, with the three furthest travelled bands taking the three prizes, and we do not see the                 
Kidlington band contesting in the years immediately following. An aspect of this contest that              
throws a little light on the seriousness with which such competitions were taken at this time lies                 
in the behaviour of the second-placed Fenny Stratford band, who lodged an objection to the               
result, on the grounds that the winning Finedon Old band had included professional players.              
The report records that the matter had yet to be settled by the organising committee; the result                 
of their deliberations is not known. 

Village functions 
In these years, we have newspaper articles attesting to the annual round of fêtes and flower 
shows, with engagements recorded in Steeple Aston, Middleton Stoney, Yarnton, Wootton, and 
Woodstock. One engagement out of the usual schedule occurred on Monday 21st May 1900, in 
patriotic celebration of the Relief of Mafeking, the lifting of the 217-day siege of the town in South 
Africa that occurred during the Second Boer War, which had occurred on the 17th May. The village 
was adorned with Union Jack flags and patriotic mottoes; “even the village dog had a Union Jack 
ruffle”. The band combined with the Woodstock Drum & Fife Band to lead a parade around the 
village, and the day finished with a bonfire and firework display, although high winds and cold 
weather curtailed the effectiveness of the display. 

First contest successes (1907, 1909) 
To modern banding eyes, it seems strange and awe-inspiring - a banding wonderland - but in 
the era before the first world war, bands proliferated to such an extent that almost every little 
village had their own; some more than one. Today there are something of the order of 1,500 
brass bands in the UK; in comparison it has been estimated that there may have been as many 
as 10,000 in the same area in this era, drawn from a smaller overall population. In this 
environment band contesting flourished, with large numbers of local events opting to run a band 
contest as a crowd-pulling sideshow. How things have changed - now it is a given that a band 



contest is a staid affair, held indoors, and with negligible public interest for a non-banding 
audience. Part of the change is due to the relation of prize money to wages - the £8 first prize 
for the 1895 contest described above compared to an average wage in that year of 24 shillings 
and 7 pence per week, equating to an average annual wage of approximately £64. Scaled up to 
the modern average annual wage of circa £28,000, this first prize for one insignificant band 
contest among many would become £3,500, a sum exceeded only by the high-spending and 
prestigious Butlins contest in the modern day. Repeated across the banding landscape, such 
prize pots made for a significant financial contesting incentive. 
 
Following the 1895 record, we do not know of any further contesting activities until the band is 
recorded with rather more success in the second half of the next decade, winning at Woodstock 
in 1907 and Eynsham in 1909. We are fortunate enough to have the (rather faded) winners 
certificate from the Woodstock event, along with a photo of three of the bandsmen with the 
certificate (in new and shiny condition). These are now in the possession of the Kidlington & 
District Historical Society’s archivist, John Amor, having been earlier gifted to the society by 
former KSB and then KCB chairman Liam King; they are shown in figures 9 and 10. 
 
This event is also chronicled in the 1908 Cornet Annual, from which we learn other placings and 
details of the upper section; the two sections were Open and Local categories. We also have a 
report on the show from Jackson’s Oxford Journal, which is shown in figure 11. The full contest 
listings for the event may be found on the BrassBandResults website, as with all other contests 
referred to herein. Kidlington competed in both sections, taking first prize on the set piece 
Jubilation against three other local bands, but only third prize against the stronger Open 
category bands, where the Ilford Horns band took the victory on William Rimmer’s selection 
Gems of Song. 
The identity of the conductor is confused in the Cornet Annual, where F. Webb is given in place 
of the H. Taylor that the certificate identifies. We know that H. Taylor was the bandmaster of the 
4th Oxfordshire Light Infantry, and was the judge at Kidlington’s second contest victory, two 
years later, where we know that F. Webb did conduct. Perhaps Mr Webb was the bandmaster, 
with Mr Taylor hired as a professional for the contesting occasion? The identities of the players 
pictured in figure 10 are not known; perhaps one of them is Mr Webb? Or perhaps not. The day 
concluded with each of the six bands present giving a musical selection and then combining 
under the baton of the adjudicator, W. J. Douglas Sherriff, bandmaster of the City of London 
Imperial Yeomanry. 
 
The other pre-first-war contesting venture of the band that we have recorded also happily met 
with success. On Saturday 17th July 1909 the Tariff Reform Association held a fête in the 
grounds of Eynsham Hall, an event that also included an example of that popular crowd-pulling item 
of the day, a band contest. Held at the end of the day, commencing at 5 pm, only three bands 
competed, with Kidlington under F. Webb being judged the best by the above-mentioned H. Taylor, 
acting on this occasion as adjudicator. The day concluded with the three bands present combining 
under the baton of the judge to perform Red, White, and Blue. 
 



 
Figure 9: Winners certificate from the Woodstock contest of September 1907. The text reads: 

 
THE WOODSTOCK AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION 

This is to Certify that the 
Kidlington Prize Band 

conducted by Mr H. Taylor 
was awarded First Prize at the Band Contest 

held at Blenheim Park 
on Tuesday the Tenth day of September 
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seven 

Section 2nd 
W. J. Douglas-Sherriff Adjudicators {illegible} Hon. President. D. L. Angus Hon. 

Vice-President. T. D. Hughes Hon. Secretary 
Presented by “THE BRITISH BANDSMAN.” 

JORDAN AND SONS, LIMITED, PRINTERS, LONDON 



 

 
Figure 10: Accompanying photograph to the certificate shown in figure 9 of three bandsmen with 

the new certificate. Note that it once had a glass protective cover. 
 



 
Figure 11: Report on the band contest won by Kidlington held at Blenheim Park on Tuesday 
10th September 1907. Source: Jackson’s Oxford Journal, Saturday 14th September 1907. 

 



John Amor of the Kidlington & District Historical Society has been good enough to lend us the                 
photographs of the band that are in his possession. The earliest dated such is shown in figure                 
12, dated “1910-12” by John (though the original source information is lost), and pictures the               
band outside the Six Bells public house under the banner of the Kidlington Friendly Society. As                
mentioned in section 1.1, this represents a likely continuity of activity from the earlier band, who                
regularly turned out for the KFS. This photo is also displayed at current on the wall of the back                   
room inside the Six Bells; another photo from the same occasion shows the band in a less                 
deliberate pose. We may confidently date these photos to before the war for a sad reason;                
Thomas Neighbour, the publican whose name is displayed above the door, was a very early               
casualty of the war, dying on 22nd August 1914 while serving in the Life Guards. 
 

 
Figure 12: Kidlington band pictured outside the Six Bells public house under the Kidlington 

Friendly Society banner, dated 1910-2 by John Amor. 
 
In John’s collection are a couple of undated photos; for now I shall tentatively place one before                 
or perhaps during the conflict and one after it, but this is a provisional identification only. These                 
both (shown in figures 13 and 14) show a classic ‘village band’ layout of the era - with lower                   
numbers than the contesting quorum (13 players in both), no particular niceties of tonal balance               
found within the displayed instrumentation, and including a small number of clarinets (2 and 3               
respectively). We may assume from the 1909 Eynsham Hall report that at that date the players                



included no reeds - the band was described as “brass” as opposed to another band that was                 
described as “brass & reed”. Perhaps the depredations of the war produced a need to be more                 
inclusive with instrumentation; such was common. 
We observe that the 1907 photo shows bandsmen without sashes, but that the 1910-2 photos               
show them with, as do the two undated photos. In contrast, the 1922 and 1937 photos show no                  
sashes. But it may be that trying to deduce in what years sashes were worn is a false path -                    
what if they were worn on some occasions but not others? 
Note that both photos show the historic “Kidlington Band” bass drum that is pictured in its                
modern state in figure 7. 
 
Initial efforts to identify faces between these photos have not proven obviously successful. Is the               
clarinettist 2nd from left in the middle row in figure 13 the same individual as the clarinettist right                  
of the conductor in figure 14? Is the tubist second from right on the back row of figure 13 the                    
same individual as the tubist second from right in figure 14? But then, are there enough years                 
available to account for his dramatic greying? It may be that figure 13 is an earlier photo than                  
the suggested date entirely. Figure 14 labels the band KIDLINGTON PRIZE BAND; given that              
we do not think that the band won any contest prizes prior to 1907, we assume that it must                   
postdate that year. 
 

 
Figure 13: Undated photograph of Kidlington band, tentatively here suggested to be around or a 

little before the war period. 
 



 
Figure 14: Undated photograph of Kidlington band, tentatively here suggested to be a little after 

the war period. The legend “KIDLINGTON BAND” on the drum is clearly visible. 

1.2.2 Between the Wars (1918-1939) 
We have no knowledge on whether the band persisted through World War One or not. The war                 
disrupted the social fabric everywhere, and sent a generation of young men to their premature               
graves in horrific fashion. Bands were affected along with all other institutions that drew their               
membership from the fighting demographic, and it was uncommon to see a band able to               
continue uninterrupted or even with much week-to-week continuity through the conflict; there’s            
no reason to suspect that the Kidlington band would have been different from the norm in this                 
respect. Many bands were resurrected after the war - but many were not. The conflict marked a                 
turning point in the prevalence of banding in the UK, with the density of activity found                
beforehand never recaptured afterwards. 
 
The first dated record we have of the band following the war is a photograph (figure 15),                 
annotated simply KIDLINGTON BAND AT WOOTTON FLOWER SHOW 1922. The band sit            
under a tree, enjoying cups of tea, on what looks to be a warm day to be wearing their heavy                    
uniforms. No instruments are shown, and 15 or perhaps 16 players are pictured. 
 



 
Figure 15: Photograph of Kidlington band at the 1922 Wootton Flower Show. Photo courtesy of 

Paul Watling, found when clearing his mother’s house. 

First engagement in national contesting (1933-9) 
After this, information becomes scarce for a number of years, and we pick up in 1931, when the                  
band returned to the contesting scene under the baton of local band character of stature, Jim                
Alder, a man associated with the Oxfordshire & District Brass Band Association (ODBBA) for 80               
years, from its foundation in 1923 to his death in 2003 at the age of 99. 
 
ODBBA was founded at the instigation of the then local MP, Frank Gray, with the object of                 
promoting local banding activities, and especially in the running an annual county contest. Its              
centralised activities led to local bands taking a more regular interest in contesting, and              
Kidlington appear on the local contesting round 8 years later. 
 
We know of five contests that the band attended between June and November 1931, competing               
in the lowest sections - ODBBA, Banbury, Headington band (later the Oxford annual contest),              
and the two Reading contests of that era. On none of these occasions did the band achieve                 
glory - although coming first of two bands at the march contest in Banbury would have been                 
pleasing, especially against the Headington band (later City of Oxford), who were of decent              
quality. However, a determined start on contesting had been made. 
 
We next know of contests in 1933, when the four attended included for the first time the National                  
Band Festival at the Crystal Palace, where the band was unplaced on Gems of Melody amongst                



a huge field of 29 in the lowest of the seven sections. This shows a willingness to step outside                   
the local in the band’s outlook, despite the lowly showing. 
 
From 1936 up to the outbreak of the second war, contest results began to improve markedly,                
under the batons of Walter Miller (1936, 1938, 1939) and J. G. Griffiths (1937). Higher sections                
than before (and sometimes multiple sections) were entered in local contests, and podium             
placings regularly obtained. We have a picture (from John Amor’s collection) dated 1937 and              
displayed in figure 16, that shows a confident band, replete in numbers, and displaying multiple               
prize certificates and cups. Note once again the historic bass drum pictured on the far right. 
 

 
Figure 16: Kidlington band pictured in 1937. The conductor is likely J. G. Griffiths (or else Walter 

Miller). 
 

At this time, a columnist calling themselves “Piu Vivo” compiled a regularly (usually weekly)              
column for the Oxford Times entitled “Amateur Band Notes”. A couple of entries from the               
May-August 1937 series mention the Kidlington band explicitly: 
 
7th May 1937: I hear that Mr. W. Miller has severed his connection as bandmaster with                
Kidlington, and Mr. J. G. Griffiths is now in command. I regret that Mr. Miller has left the band,                   
as he was doing well with them and the band showed a marked improvement under his                
direction. I have known Mr. Griffiths for some years and I hope that he will keep the band up to                    
the standard to which Mr. Miller has brought them. 



 
2nd July 1937: Mr. Griffiths continues to make improvements in the Kidlington band, and if the                
members support him I feel sure that he will do his best to make the band fit to enter a higher                     
grade in next year’s contests. I am informed that good attendances are the rule at rehearsals,                
which are held three times  a week at present, with an average of 20 to each practice. 
 
Three times a week would have been a heavy rehearsal load for the players! Perhaps this                
reflected only that they were then in the middle of a busy contest season, having contested                
twice in June, with another due on the 10th of July. 
 
I am sure that there are more gems awaiting unearthing in this column, which can be inspected                 
on microfiche at the Oxfordshire History Centre in Temple Cowley, but for now these are all that                 
have been found. 
 
With the outbreak of war in 1939, contesting activities rapidly diminished nationwide; for             
example, the iconic National Band Festival (held at Alexandra Palace since the Crystal Palace              
fire of 1936) of September 1939 was cancelled at short notice. The Kidlington band’s contest               
records cease suddenly at this date. The only exception is a contest that was held at Abingdon                 
in June 1941, which Kidlington attended under the baton of T. Coulthard, a trombone player with                
the Headington band, placing 2nd out of 7 bands in this most disrupted era. 
 
Mrs Eileen Turner (born 1927, moved to Kidlington in 1954, mother of Viv Jackson) tells that                
she once heard that before WW2 the band rehearsed in a barn adjacent to the King’s Arms                 
public house, which has been at the crossroads of Mill Street and Church Street. Is this the                 
building now used as the pub toilet block? Noting the 19th century band tendency to commence                
parades from the King’s Arms, it is tempting to wonder if this was the rehearsal space also for                  
that earlier band. 

1.2.3 Post-war resumption (1946-1964) 
As with the first war, few amateur bands maintained a continuity through the conflict. The 1941 
contest record is surprising, and may indicate a continuity to that date, or may indicate a special 
effort to turn out a band for the event. Either way, it is known that the band was refounded in 
1946, after the conflict was over. 
 
Records are again initially sparse to the point of non-existence, but the band is in possession of 
a set of minute books that cover the years 1955-1979, which detail the monthly business of the 
band for us very nicely. The first entry records an Extraordinary General Meeting that was held 
on 7th February 1955, at which the band committee was formed, noting that hitherto matters 
had been dealt with by Mr and Mrs George Chesterman and Charles Large. The initial 
committee members were as follows - 
 



Chairman: P. Bennett; Secretary: C. Large; Bandmaster: G. Chesterman; J. Primrose, I. 
Williams, G. Newlands, R. Payne, Mrs Chesterman, Mrs Baverman, Mrs Stentall, Mrs 
Rappington, Mrs Scroggs, Mrs Griffiths. 
 
At this time, the band’s concerns were with growing its player, engagement and financial bases; 
the initial impetus to form a committee being from a realisation that a burgeoning junior band 
required more oversight than the small earlier management team could supply. Regular bingo 
and whist drives were held, regular new concert ideas were discussed, and invitations to 
potential band presidents sent out. The impression is of an organisation coming into an 
optimistic expansionary phase. It is recorded on 9th April 1957 that old photos of the band were 
being sought, and at the next meeting that three were obtained by Jack Knibbs (a recurring 
name over many years). Perhaps some of these are displayed above. 
A desire for uniforms is expressed at this same time, with it being noted that the old uniforms 
(perhaps those shown in earlier photos) were in an unusably decrepit state, being disposed of 
by February 1961. 

Conductorship 
It became clear that George Chesterman was keen to relinquish his duties with the baton, 
stating that he was “always” willing to pass it on to a better conductor. Negotiations with Squire 
Hallas, conductor of the Pressed Steel Band in Oxford began in 1957 and proceeded through 
slowly into 1959, when, despite his interest, he made it clear that ill health prevented him taking 
on the commitment. Mr Hallas is recorded taking the band to contests in this period. Other 
candidates were contemplated without success, until, late in 1960, Frank Huxham was 
appointed, a cornet player with the Morris Motors’ band and formerly principal with the Hazell’s 
band in Aylesbury. Frank still lives in Plymouth, where he runs and conducts a wind band at the 
age of 86; as things stand, he represents one of the earliest living links to Kidlington band. 
 
Frank’s appointment coincided with the resignation of both George Chesterman and his wife 
from both band and committee, in pique over the failure of band members to ensure that an 
organised social evening of 12th November 1960 was a success, an event at which a 
presentation to band benefactors the Blagroves was made; a low attendance was felt to be a 
severe embarrassment in front of these important people as the band sought to honour them. 
By this point, the optimistic mood of a few years’ earlier seems to have evaporated, with a 
shortage of players being lamented in the minutes regularly. Frank’s energetic input was very 
well received by the committee, including his radical (but common in earlier eras of brass 
banding) suggestion to include reed players in the instrumentation in order to raise the 
membership, which was adopted in Spring 1961, with the addition of two non-brass players. 
However, not all band members were enthused by the change, with one in particular (F. 
Saunders) departing back to Bletchington band and taking a number of instruments loaned from 
Bletchington band with him. 



Band hut 
Mr and Mrs D. Blagrove appear regularly in references in these records. They had earlier 
allowed the band to build a rehearsal hut on their land, and loaned the band the money to do so 
at some generous interest rate that the minutes never make clear; ultimately it seems that little if 
any interest was ever paid, and the loan understood to have been repaid in full to their 
satisfaction. The gratitude of the band committee to them is repeatedly recorded in the minutes 
over the years. 
 
There was evidently some sense that their accommodation was not as permanent as might be 
wished, as enquiries were made about the status of the land, but a general sense that the band 
committee understood that the Blagroves were not interested in doing anything to discommode 
the band is apparent from the minutes. However, it turned out, as described below, that this was 
not to be relied upon. 

Dwindling to nothing 
After a 6 month gap in meeting records, it was recorded in May 1962 that attendances had 
dropped off following Frank Huxham’s departure back to his native Plymouth for business 
reasons. Fundraising efforts and events remained regular and strong, but the player base was 
weak - only 12 players making up the military band. It was decided in a bold move to launch a 
parallel “orchestral section” to include strings, with a grand vision of growing the Kidlington band 
organisation to run various kinds of musical combinations. However, perhaps predictably, newly 
recruited string numbers were low, and the orchestra and military band rehearsed together. The 
band identity, it seems clear from this, was obscured at this time. 
 
A possible merger with the Oxford Territorial Army band was discussed through 1962, but it 
transpired that they were in an even worse state for players than the Kidlington band, and the 
idea was first put off and then declined. 
 
Following this, another 6 month gap in the minutes was broken by the observation in April 1963 
that the heavy and extended snowfall of the preceding winter had seen a long gap in rehearsals, 
with band enthusiasm falling to a low point. The talks with the Oxford TA were reopened, but the 
TA were no longer keen, saying that it was up to individual Kidlington band players to join their 
band if they wished. The negotiating position on the subject had moved from one of relative 
strength to one of relative weakness. 
 
Evidently the low band enthusiasm at this date was more than a passing phase; the next entry 
was not until November 1964, when the unexpected notice of the March 1965 expiry of the band 
hut lease provided a nasty shock, the expiry to render the hut the property of the Blagroves 
despite the band’s substantial and ongoing investment in the building and maintaining of it. To 
make matters worse, at this meeting a dismal state of musical affairs was recorded: “The 
Chairman asked whether in fact there was still a nucleus of a Band. Mr. Avery said that there 



were 4, including himself, who had been having a “blow” at his home as it was felt it was not 
necessary to use the Hut for such a small number.” A meeting date of January 1965 was set to 
discuss the future of the band. Although the notes of this meeting are not recorded in the minute 
book, one further meeting of this phase of the band’s existence is written in, from February 
1965, an occasion when the committee members teetered on the brink of taking an official 
decision to wind up the band organisation. George Chesterman was the main voice calling for a 
continuation, and ultimately his optimism prevailed. But it is made clear by the use of the phrase 
“while no band existed” that the musical strand had effectively disappeared by this date. Thus 
we see a strange situation - a robust superstructure that continued to effectively raise funds for 
band purposes supporting a band that had dwindled to nothing. 

1.2.4 Rebirth and solidification (1965-1979) 
Relaunch as brass band 
Bandhall building 
Conductors 

1.2.5 Rise and fall (1979-1992) 
Terry 
Tours 
Young band that matured together 
6 players to merger - story of 
 



 
Figure ?: Kidlington Silver Band on tour in Heidelberg, Germany, in 1984. 

 
Back row (left to right): Nick Portsmouth, Ian Walter, Roy Mabbutt, Steven Cutting, Regan 

Bowden, Alan Rawlings, Andy Lake 
3rd row (left to right): Pete Dix, Tony Floyd, Carole Hooke, Richard Savin, Carolyn Hunt (later 

Rowland), Christine Rawlings (now Pettet), Maria Vincent, Peter Noel. 
2nd row (left to right): Debbie Cadd (now Parker), Caroline Floyd (now Goodenough), Katrina 

Meade (now Lovell-Meade), Kerry King (now Catling), Dave Hadland 
Front row (left to right): Liz Douglas, Pat Aitken, Jacky Savin, Terry Brotherhood (conductor), 

Sandra Green (now Yeomans), Brian Turner, Viv Turner (now Jackson), Geoff Savin. 
 

2. Oxford Concert Brass 
1972 schism from COSB 
Harold Williams, Cliff Edmunds 
Building a contesting legacy 
Halls sponsorship, Hartford Motors sponsorship 

https://www.facebook.com/andy.lake.921?hc_location=ufi


3. Kidlington Concert Brass 
KSB very low on players but with bandhall; OCB somewhat low on players and peripatetic 
Jeremy - Vaughan - Catherine - Duncan 
Morrells sponsorship 
Brassed Off 
2001 Albert Hall 
Chicago band tour 
Edinburgh tour 
 

 
Figure ?: Kidlington Concert Brass on the Albert Hall steps on the occasion of their appearance 

at the championship section national final of 20th October 2001. Photo credit: David 
Underwood. 

 
Back row (left to right): Dave Rugman, Jamie Fuller, George Henson, Barry Scott, Andy 

Flaxman, Matt Peck, Paul Sibbert 



Third row (left to right): Ben Steinitz, Nigel Membury, Pete Howell, Martyn Chambers, Adele 
Sellers-Peck (now Hudson), Huw Grange 

Second row (left to right): Kerry Bayliss (now Catling) (obscured), Alison Fuller (now Wakley), 
Hannah Evans (obscured), Alex Lakeland (now Elderfield) (obscured), Jeff Raymont, Jo 

Webster (now Major), Darryl Patrick 
Front row (left to right): John Underwood, Simon Handley, Dave Taylor, Keith Whittingham, 
Catherine Underwood (conductor), Dave Stephens, Grant Charleston, Ian Lovell-Meade, 

Duncan Smith 
 


